Abstract. This paper deals with time-dependent plane wave diffraction by a soft/soft Sommerfeld half-plane E : x > 0, y = ±0. The explicit solution is obtained as a time-convolution in two ways: The first is directly applying the Cagniard de Hoop method to the generalized Wiener-Hopf solution of the corresponding stationary problem due to Meister & Speck (1989) . The second way makes use of the Laplace integral representation of the generalized eigenfunctions with respect to the spatial (Cartesian) variables derived by Ali Mehmeti in his habilitation thesis (1995) from formulae of . After deforming the path of.integration into the
Introduction
At the time t = 0 a plane incident wave front defined with an arbitrary integrable function g(.) and the Heaviside step 1.( . ) . as
v1 (x,y,t;O) = G(t -x cos 6 -y sin 9)
(1.1)
G(t) = 1+(t) . Jg(r)dr (1.2)
Both authors: Techn. Univ., Dept. Math., SchloBgartenstraf3e 7, D-64289 Darmstadt -Email: rottbrand©mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de and meister©mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de governed by the two-dimensional wave equation (for short ôj =, t9rr + 3,,, = Laplacian) (3tt_3-O)v(x,y,t;8)0 .
- (1.3) strikes the edge (0,0) of, the Sommerfeld half-plane E : x > 0, y = ±0, modelling a soft wall in acoustics for the pressure (P = v), or a thin sharpedged and perfectly conducting metallic sheet in electrodynamics for E-polarized electromagnetic waves (E = v), where the covering unbounded medium is assumed to be linear homogeneous and isotropic.
The travel speed of a wave is equal to one. The parameter 6 denotes the incident angle between the x-axis and the normal of the wave front. See Fig • Before t 0 the system is at rest. This implies zero initial conditions for the total wave field. And homogeneous Dirichlet (soft) boundary conditions are to be satisfied. We solve this initial value problem Py in two ways in Sections 4 and 5. It represents a reference model for general considerations of exterior domain problems with unbounded boundary by means of spectral theory. The latter still remains to be developed. In his habilitation thesis Ali Mehmeti [2] started first investigations for-the half-plane problem described above. Basing on the diploma thesis of Mihalinëié recently a 3-dimensional half-space problem for the wave equation with two adjacent wedge-shaped materials is solved by spectral theoretic means [3] .
We suggest that there are cases where one can make use of half-plane problem solutions in order to solve time-dependent wedge problems and even problems with -a (finite) polygonial geometry with explicit formulae. This is planned for future papers. Note that procedures with Wiener-Hopf techniques run with Cartesian coordinates. As an example for rectangular wedges we refer to the paper [11] of Meister, Speck and Teixeira, where operators of the Wiener-Hopf-Hankel type appear. As another direction Budaev [5] for instance works on wedge problems with function theoretic Maliuzhinetz methods using polar coordinates for the diffracted field. For a study of inverse problems for the wave equation, in a (semi-)infinite dispersive slab, for instance, see v. Wolfersdorf (16] . . In section 2 the corresponding stationary reduced inhomogeneous Dirichlet problem P for the scattered (= total -incident) field to the Helmholtz equation 
u(x,y,k;9) = -exp(ikx cos 9) (x >0, y = ±0) (1.5)
is solved in a rigorous way by modern Wiener-Hopf methods in Sobolev spaces, more precisely the energy norm space H', v = 1, where u is represented by a' Fourier integral. We refer to the paper of Meister and Speck [10] . In our special case u must be a generalized eigenfunction, but real wave numbers seem not to be permitted. Suitably chosen paths of integration will permit them a posteriori in Section 3. Confer Meister [8, 9] . Ali Mehmeti [2] observed the Fourier integral to be of the inner product form
) (see Lemma 2 and Corollary 1). This is due to symmetry in ii (duality) of the involved Hardy spaces. The (fixed set of determined functions given as) projections to R+ in the Cauchy principal value sense
represent generalized eigenfunctions for general Dirichlet boundary data g. In our special case it is even the solution u of problem P (up to the factor -k). Moreover, the solution u corresponds to the time Laplace transformed scattered field of problem Pi, that is 9) = u(x, y, is; 9) = Üscatt(x, y, s; 9) = fe_ a Uscatt(X, y, 1; 9) 
In Section 4 we recover the time domain function from the Fourier integral solution u, and in Section 5 (as a new contribution) from the one-sided Laplace integral representation of the generalized eigenfunctions Pf with respect to the parametrizations of the branch cut half-lines of There appear single poles corresponding to incident and reflected wave fields as physically expected. After splitting off the residues there remains to consider the unknown diffracted field part. Both procedures work with the Cagniard de Hoop method [7] introducing a positive-valued time variable I. After substitution = k-y = is-y as an example I = y/i _72 --yx > 0 for some properly deformed contour -y = y of integration in the complex plane. This is in order to achieve the formula for time Laplace transformation and to read off the time domain function from the integrand to be evaluated along that contour. We note that in many diffraction problems appear wave numbers k = k(s) of more general s-dependence.
The solution formula in Theorem 3 was first derived by Sommerfeld [15] with the aid of his theory of multi-valued functions, for the latter see also the monograph of Baker & Copson [4] , and note that the Maliuzhinetz method is based on the theory of multi-valued functions. The solution coincides with that obtained by de 
in Q = {(x, y ) € R2 : y 0 0) such that the traces of u and on R. x {y = ±0) denoted (7'). By the use of the 1-dimensional Fourier transformation parallel to E (to be understood in the sense of tempered distributions S'(R))
there follows a representation formula for the solution with two half-space parts
with S'-ansatz data 'i and p2 situated on the banks y = O, respectively, and a characteristic square root t() = -k2 to be defined with semi-infinite branch cuts of the factors t = taken parallel to the imaginary axis in order to have a positive real part of t(e) in a whole strip region of the complex c-plane containing the real -axis (see Figure 3 ). ; y) (2.8) with a real parameter . This implies an ansatz of exponential type and finally leads to the representation formula given above. From this formula there follow bijective relations between the (Fourier-transformed) trace and ansatz data:
Collecting the jumps f = to the vector f := (fo f1)T one arrives at
I)I
• (2.9) to be inserted into the representation formula. Hence a solution can be expressed by data jumps having support E = lL. x {0} R+: the positive axis with respect to the spatial variable x.
where f=&f (2.11) defines the extension of the (partially unknown) jump vector on E by zero and l ±() = I±sign(y) 2 with the usual signum function sign( . ). Let (goi,go)7 :
be any suitable even extension of the given Dirichlet data (e.g. by reflection) and note that +00 limo dlJ (2.13)
-00
F(C) (2.14) Initial Dirichlet Problem for Half-Plane Diffraction 313 are bounded projections for any function in the Hardy spaces i e H(R) := FH'(R)(-<s < then having a unique direct sum representation (s=-(ord++e)V>0)
holds.
Proof. This is a direct consequence from the definition of Hardy spaces I
Theorem 1. The explicit Wiener-Hopf solution of the Dirichiet problem (2) is
given by the Fourier integral representation 
Proof of Theorem 1. It remains to determine the unknown Neumann jump f
(with support R+ to be inserted into the representation formula. Adding both equations of the system (1.14) yields + UO2 = oi +go2 +_ = with some minus function h_ which is caused by an unknown function to live on IL.. due to the traces u 01 , u 02 both unknown on IL.. for this half-plane problem. We write the last equation in the L2 -lifted form [10] + +) = -jp, then (may!) apply the projection to R
and finally obtain
This completes the proof I
In the sequel we confine ourselves to the physically most relevant case of coinciding boundary values on the screen E 9i = =:
For plane waves Uinc incident on E the function gr describes the boundary values of the scattered field Uscatt when approaching the banks x > 0, y = ±0 of E.
3. On the resolvent of problem (1') in terms of generalized eigenfunctions 
Lemma 2. Let 2±

Fo± F', f E g EH3 (-< s < ) with (f,g)...3,3 ((•) -3 f, () 3 g)j, () := (2 + 1) and 111113 := IIIIIL 2 (R) . Then
Proof. This follows from the boundedness of the operators 2± for -< s < and the special case L2 s = 0, which is due to Plancherel's theorem I The advantage of this solution formula is that one can make further computations with a fixed set of known functions for general functions g E given on the boundary. The second step is to compute the projection in Corollary 1 by means of the residue theorem for splitting off possible singularities and then deforming the integral path (real line) into the semi-infinite branch cut lines (the right "+" banks) of the square roots /TE. As result a Laplace-type integral representation will turn out. The function r e M , ,
is of the general form
where c0 is constant (= 1) and b is a function of negative order(-i) in without rational zeroes and poles and containing the square roots to be defined from the right of their branch cuts when tending to (k + i) (see Figure 4) . Thus denote functions to be defined in this limiting sense.
Remark 3. Theorem 2 given below also holds for
with estimates of a similar form we made use of in the proof there. Note that in the second case x 0 the term appears as a square root type singularity.
The next theorem was derived in [13] . It gives Laplace integral representation formulae in a systematical manner and presents the final form of the projection terms needed for Corollary 1. Compare the calculations in [2, 8, 9] for to obtain such representations. 
Proof. The integrand is of order less than -1 in . It remains to show that the contributions to the integrals due to the singularities of the integrands at the branch points ±k do vanish when approaching the branch cuts. Let us assume some e small enough so that 0< c < Iki and 0< e < 1± k -ij± I hold for fixed 77 r±k. Further we define lower (upper) half circles of the radius e with their centers at ±k as with k2 > 0 denoting the imaginary part of k, tends to zero for e -+0.
Statement (B).
The case x 0 with the lower branch cut r_k: We get the estimate
for e -i +0. Hence the residue theoreiii will become available: The case z < 0 with the upper branch cut z = +k + ip (p > 0) leads to
/ +k +k+ioo
100
The case x > 0 with the lower branch cut
This completes the proof of Theorem 2 I
upper branch cut f'+k: Next we obtain explicit formulas for the integrands. We assume the square roots + r-to be defined from the right of the branch cut lines drawn from ±k to ±(k + ioo). = +i \/P(P -2ik)
(B) Lower branch cut F_ k : = -k -ip (p> 0) for the case x 0:
Remark 5. Meister [8, 9] has used this method in order to construct formulae of solutions for the Sommerfeld diffraction problem for special oscillating boundary data. Ali Mehmeti [2] recognized that these formulae appear automatically. 
hold. where
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Corollary 3. Let u(x,±0) = g E (x)
-e1'
G(t) = 1(t) . J9(T)dT, (4.3)
and 1+(t) denotes the Heaviside step function. Compare with Achenbach 111 who solved a time-dependent Neumann-case (x > 0) with zero Dirichiet conditions along x <0 by the Cagniard de Hoop method [7] there. We formulate the initial boundary value Problem (Pi) (see Figure 1 ). Finda solution of the 2-dimensional wave equation ) dp
p+2s sin %j Remark 6. After the substitution p = (R -1)s in the integral terms given inside the brackets, the formulae for the diffracted wave parts take the form +00 (syVR2 -1) dR (4.9) vdaff( x <O,y,$) s
The remaining question is how to find the Laplace inverses of the integral terms: From Theorem 1 and equation (3.4) the scattered field is easily checked to be represented by the following formula: After splitting off the residuum -E-) e-s(x cos o+IvI sin 0) which is due to the pole /3 = -s cos 9 and setting /3 = sy the time Laplace transformed diffracted part writes in the strip -cos 9 < Yi < +1 as
From the physical point of view the diffracted wave field should be radial symmetric with respect to the diffracting edge (0,0). Therefore let us introduce the polar coordinates (upper half-circles) r = ,,/x2 + y2
x -y 0 (+0 a <it). We invert the last integral given above by the Cagniard de Hoop method (see Achenbach [1] ) to yield
Theorem 3. For problem (P i ) the diffracted wave field i3 given by vdlff(r,a,t)
= / G(t -p) udIff( r,o,p)dp
where v/ sin .asin 1 (4.14) udIff( r , a, t)
with 1+(t -r Proof. It remains to verify the representation given for Udiff. The idea of the Cagniard de Hoop method is to deform the (spatially) two-sided Laplace integral such that it takes a one-sided Laplace integral with respect to the new (time) variable. So we introduce the new variable t=IyI/1_y2 -72: It remains to compute the real part of (/cos)1+-y+(r,a,t) (4.l) Q(r,a,t). J where after rewriting with /3 = a -it and complex conjugation the last expression Q becomes exactly that appeared before in Theorem 3 for +0. < a < it. That is, the formula for the diffracted field holds in the full sector (+0 a 27r -0), the whole exterior of the obstacle as physically expected. In this way it represents a global solution of the wave equation which satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions of the first kind for a = +0 and a = 27r -0. Further the region 27r -9 < a 27r is the zone of reflections. There one has to take into account poles similar as above: Note that the cosines of a coincide with those in the shadow zone. Hence Theorem 3 can be supplemented by
For it a 27r -0 the scattered wave field in Theorem 3 reads Vscatt(r, a,
-vdlff( r ,a, t )-G( t -r cos(9+a)) if2ir-9 <a < 27r -0.
Note that the incident wave can be written in the form v(r,a,t) = G(t -rcos(a -9)) = G(t -r + 2rsin2 (4.26)
Comments on the solution formulae
In this section we will see that the time functions (4.14) we derived above for the diffracted field by the Cagniard de Hoop method can also be recovered from the generalized eigenfunctions of the stationary problem given in Corollary 4 as Laplace integrals with respect to the positive-valued variable p for parametrization of the semi-infinite branch cut lines of the characteristic square root _ -V of the Helmholtzian. In other words: We show that we have two equivalent representations of the eigenfunctions of problem (2) . The one is with respect to polar coordinates, the other with respect to Cartesian coordinates. Let us start to compare them by regarding the boundary values. Making use of the Laplace transforms This formula was derived by deforming the integral path into a branch cut line. It is of interest to recover Udjff(T, a, t) where the result is expected to coincide with that given by Theorem 3. After some simple rearrangements the Cagniard de Hoop method which means deforming of the integral path into a hyperbolic curve (instead of a straight line) will help again to succeed in this question. We want to consider the case x < 0, so that which holds in a strip of C containing y' = 0. We set (the time variable) t:=IxI/1_y2_ yy (5.8) and obtain in order to have t > 0 the Cagniard contour (hyperbola)
'0 y± =_ sin aqi Cos at/_1 (Cosa <0).
r Yr2
We write this contour of integration in the more convenient form = -sin(a ± i), = (i _72 + Cos 9)1 _ 7 2 Ot = t2 r2 cos9 -cos(a +i) one ends up with
+00
I f e cos sin 1. -sin2 We confine the considerations on y ^! 0 with +0 < a < 9 <. The case 0 < 9 < a can be treated in the same manner. The case y < 0 with <a < 27r -0 can be done analogously by symmetry arguments.
The substitution R := cosh/3 leads to the integral The last formula was obtained by the substitution =,6 -i a and describes integrating parallel to the real line. Shifting the path of integration onto the real line yields 
